PRESS RELEASE

Biznet is Expanding Network Coverage to More Areas in
Bali, Providing Fast and Stable Internet Service to Support
Digital Lifestyle
rd

Bali, Indonesia, 23 February 2021 – As part of Biznet’s commitments and efforts in providing fast and stable WiFi
Internet service to more areas in the island of Bali, Biznet officially announces network expansion in Badung
Tibubenang and Denpasar Kesiman area. This network expansion is hoped to become the answer for increasing
needs for a fast and stable WiFi Internet connection in the two areas, in order to support the growing digital activities
and lifestyle. This network expansion is being done along with the opening of two new branch offices, which are the
th
th
11 and 12 Biznet branch offices in Bali; Biznet Branch Badung Tibubenang, located at Anyar Kencana No.7
Shopping Complex, Jl. Raya Canggu, Kerobokan, Badung, Bali 80361 and also Biznet Branch Denpasar Kesiman,
at Jl. Gatot Subroto Timur, No.3D. Denpasar, Bali 80237.
“The growth of digital lifestyle in Bali must be supported by adequate technology infrastructure, especially since the
beginning of the pandemic that has been on-going for almost a year. This is in line with the increasing public demand
for Biznet network expansion on Bali. Hopefully, our network expansion in Tibubenang and Kesiman can be a proper
solution for smooth digital activities for home users and communities in both areas. Our effort surely doesn’t stop
there, because our network expansion will be followed by expansion to other areas as well,” said Adi Kusma, Biznet
President Director.
Bali has indeed become one of Biznet focus in terms of network expansion strategy this year. Not only because Bali is
one of the areas with the highest number of Internet users compared to other regions, Bali also seems to have
become a dream remote working destination for many people to conduct Work from Home activities during the
pandemic. In condition where many activities must be conducted online, a fast and stable WiFi Internet connection is
one of the must-have facilities. Therefore, as an integrated digital infrastructure company in Indonesia, Biznet
continues the commitment in providing services that can answer people’s needs, one of which is through the process
of network expansion to more areas and regions in Indonesia.
For Bali area, Biznet is providing various service packages, specially designed to answer requirements from different
market segments, as follow:
 Biznet Home Service, which is an Internet service for home/apartment users that offers package price
starting from Rp 325,000/month. This service does not only provide Internet service, but also Biznet IPTV
services, that provide high quality TV entertainment programs for family.
 Biznet Metronet Service, which is an Internet service for SME or startup segment that offers several service
packages starting from 50 Mbps at Rp 1,150,000/month.
 Biznet Hospitality Service, which is a special Internet service for Hospitality segment that includes
Apartments, Hotels and Hospitals.
Moreover, Biznet also presents a special promo for loyal Biznet Home customers, where customers can get an extra
subscription period for free. To get this promo, customers are only required to invite friends or relatives to subscribe to
Biznet by registering, and include the referral code, which is the customer’s ID. Complete information regarding other
Biznet Home promos, please visit biznethome.net/promo.
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About Biznet
Biznet is an integrated digital infrastructure company in Indonesia, providing Internet, Data Center, Cloud Computing
and IPTV services. We have a strong commitment to build modern infrastructure to reduce digital gap between
Indonesia and other developing countries. Biznet has been operating thousands of KM state of the art Fiber Optic
Network and the largest data center in Indonesia. For more information about the company, please visit
www.biznetnetworks.com.
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